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From 1950 to 1975 the nature and extent of pupil mis-
behaviors.in public secondary schools changed-in many
ways. To facilitaie-disCussion of those changes,.pupil
misconduct was divided into three broad categories:
noncriminal disorders, group disruptions, and crimes.
This papeefoCusessoley on .changes in student crimes.
Crimes in public ,secondary Schools becsmeeah isFETZT
national concernbeginning.gn.the late_1960s as the costs
of student vandalism rose and as'groliP-ditruptionS.
occurred on 'secondary school cadpuseS, Public' attention,
Was- directed to student. violeifije in schobls."
Paper'a number of observatioi.are made aboutstUdent
violence.. First:, assaults against teacherS'havffi
creased - sharply in the past 25 years .in absolute numbers; c
but not in the percent of teachers- assaulted.. .Further,
"assault" is so loosely defined that-no clear picture
of changes in the intensity of,assaults cat be: developed.
Second, fires in schools represent the single most costly
act students can perpetrate; costs from fires eke-in-'
creasing more rapidly than the value of all schOol
property. Third, vandalism probably increased*in this
country up to the early 1970's, and has declined.O.nc,r,--
that time in both cost and frequency, but-may have
increased in intensity. Fourth, estimatesof the, coStS
of crimes occurring in schools in the United States varies
wid0y,. depending upon the group Collecting the dnformation
and the methodology used for computing-the,.figures. The

or paper concludes with discussions of probable future actions
of pupils, of local schools, and of school securitybffices.,

t
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1. Introduction

,

The past generation has,seen a radical dhange in
,

the educationar,climate of public schools in the:United-
° - 4

States; and especially a great. increase in all kindsof,

:unWanted-faehavioray students. Not only ii.thek'e much

more violence than there uSed-tO be,! but much of what'
. .

,. . ' -los now'iike for granted. would have been shocking 20
.-,t

-,years. ago. Not only has the frequency 'of violence In.:-

creased 'since the 1950s, but the aracter of -tha
.. 44;

violende has undergone drastic change:. The actions and
\ ./

viewpoints of sahOol'adMinistrators in dealing Will. violende

haft changed is well,

these altered vieiipo

and ifiere is some indication thii:

ants and actions may have idtluendea,
. .

A.

,

'student violence, or may inflUence'it in the future.,_

We have all observed or read about increasing
,

violence in the schools. But to prove such i*reases, to:

collect data that give a quantitative asses ent of these

changes, is extremely difficult: the methods by which

incidents of diiqptione..re'recorded are not uniformF.'some

ofiiises4o unreported, while others are-overreported: and
.

repotting pioCedurea-involve_overlapp4w dategOries that

preclude draWing hard, pretise,Coliclusiond fromthe

available data. It isdifficftlt even to verify that school

4
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violence has 'iii fact increased; the available data .,

.

4.

'allow at best an incomplete bigpSY sinc_e_the id.nds_of

data recorded in. one school may not be recorded'ia another.

",DesOite these difficultles, howter, data. are

,'eXa6ined here, and logical findings are

validate intuitive observations of what

offered that,

is occurimg

"A4

ople who deal witiestIdentsand. with the problems

. of school
:

adinistration know very' well,
...

Schools in nearly eve._, ycommunity in the
. .,

changed swiftly ands dramatitally in the
. i

the climate within .

United States has'

last fewrdecides.

The attitudes of students toward authority have certainly

. -chanced -- indeed; they seem to be Changing-allhe time.-

The attitudei of teachers and administrators.have changedP

too, both because a new generation now fills these postS

and assa respohse to changing acts and attiudes:of students.

However certain one may be that chanl% has.taken'

place, it is anything but easy to, study those chluiges in-

a.definitive and quantitive way. We can see that violence

'And the-threat of violence by students in public school's

have indreased"subtantially in 2S years. but it is not alwi s

o 0
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a

easy;tdllpin down the, ways in which that violence has

grotin2s'Aie we facing new kinds of violence? Are

incidents :1 violence occurring more often? Is there

more or-liss-urfreported violence? Are the schools them-
.

selves unwittingly either encouraging or diminishing'

violence through'administritive actions? The-answers to

such.questions are obscured by often conflicting or over-
,

lapping defintions and are severly limited by the different-

-sisthods-bywhich relevant data have been recorded and

presented. the same difficulties arise whenone tries to

analyze other crimes committed by tudents that may almost'.
* ,

destroy the school's-abiliq to teach.

. Although a great deal has been written about
. .

students, schools, and crimes; there has never been a study

above survey. qual:Lty showing how serious student inns-,

have changed over time. Also, there appears to
be no study showing how data on topics related to students

and schools may affect the inteipretatidn of data pertaining

'illiectly,to student crimes. This paper has been written a
A

inlan effort.to help todfill these gaps' solely by examining

published historical and statistical data, without4cOnducting
fieldresearch.

The significance of this'approach is that a researcher

or school administrator, armed primarily with the historical

perspectives provided, here and warned about the possible



8

.2

weakness in_statittics that are continually produced
c

,
,(is warned here), can develop conclusions about specific

schools pr specific school districts bynoting trends

im these:schools as they,have changed (and continue to

change) over time.

Scope, Definitions, and Limits

. .

T pprimary scope, definitions, and. limits of this,

1
e

study e as.Zollows:

1) The period of study is from 1950 to 1975.

2) Crime is an act ;forbidden by public.law,thit,

'if corilmitted, can cause an adult to be'arrested.
1

3) Violence.includes acts or threats of acts, implicit

or explicit.

4) Although' the primary emphasis assumes an urban
.

school system,.the only available national data

are aggregated to include .all schools. Where

this affectd analysis, caveats haVe been provided.

Si The study ii not concerned with the analysis'of

specific programs to-combat yOuthfug. misbehaviors,

J

11.

/

Although it is stipulated here that the offense must be
of the type that could cause the perpetrator to be 1

arrested, it is not required that the perpetrat9r
actually, be booked or convicted of thatcriminal act
before such an act of student misbehavior is counted as
a "cr...me..

- 1204
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although some programs may be mentionea-

as examples of reasonable Soluions.4

.6) The stoty does not develop theories' proposing

to explain why individual students misbehave;
0.

however; some conclusions are reached about

liar overall 'student misbehavior changes at

certain times.

Public Opinion and Concern

Background,

The gSue of crime in public secondary schools/is a

controversial One. The atmosphere created. by students

acts against each other ore-against the

'school staff is unyiholesomeand is the basis .`for great

concern on the part of .the.public, the Congress,,and arms

, of the. government suc as the Departments of Justice and

of Health,.Education, and Welfare. Crimina:,.acti.in-\

:Committing criminal
-.

Secondary schools differ:Tr= noncriminal disorders in,ltwo

obvious Maya: first,perpetrators are subject tearrest and
,

iiosectition; second, the violence which often aCcompanieS

such' acts can contribute to schoolwide feelings 'of fear for

persT1 safety. Also, unlike the disorderly,violations

2
.For eCtensive work in th,, area of collecting and
categorizing school programs.aimed'at preienting school -
crime and disorder, see Marvin,-Connally, McCann, Temkin,

'and Henning (1976). 4

- 1205 -- 1
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of school rules, criminal acrt4 which'aresubjeCt to

prosecut4,1--are generallylmuch more,clearly defined in
, )

--the minds of tAle involved. Although there, may be' 4
.%.

,

mitigating Circumstances surrounding an assault which'

'ultimately lead.the school administration not to press

charges,' both the assaulting pupil,and the'school,staff .

-know that aggravated assault is a'crihilnal act, and
, %.

.
, .t:

prosecution fOr it will cause, the: youth some degree df .4
Zi

.. ',.

.
.

t

trouble and inconvenience'.
3

. . .i
, i .

4
a.

.

...

.

, ,

Understanding ichool,rrime data reguireS an under-
:

standing' the implications of the foxmatidn of school
\

securityoffices throughout the country in the late 1960s

and early 1970s. It is entirelypossiLe;that these offices
ti

affected the ways data ,were collected in such 'a fashion

as to have a ered-Ehe public impression of the nature and-,4

extent of the problem.

One of the primary caveats when dealing with Crime

statistics, such as those gathered by the FBI, is that:

changes in reporting formats-or reporting conditions over

to/

3 :the point to be made here is that, in the case of the
commission of a criminal act, the adminlitrator of the,
school Must make arprimary decision whether or not to
prosecute the offender,,in cases involving violations
of school rules (disorders), however, school disciplinary
responses may be affected to-a mdc greater extent by
the mood of the school administrat r and by various
-socioconomic and Situational variables.

6 \
r A Y
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time distort the real'picture of the incidence of:a given
prime. in the case of school crimes, there arg examples.

1

of just such distortions. From 1950. to about 1968 no

nationallzosmattoaels of aggregate student crimes

were kept by school districts, whereas beginning in about
. '

01971 and continuing to 1975 extensive

records were kept. Comparisons-between these.peiiods, there-
'

fore, are very.risky, and simple comparisons of percentages

of crime.i 1
npreasesjas is done in informal

I . .. .t 4 ,. +.
, .-, -.studies `on this topic) will produce traTendously skewed

. .

.

. .
. .

.figures.

'IEEEEEILIIAJLLIWIJ22222E1
. -Although therehas undoubtedly always bien.soie

. .

crime. in schools, it did not become prevalentenOugh to.
4

.

represent a threat to"the educational climate of the school.

a

until the late 1960s. Articles appearing in U.S. News and-

HoildamErt (1968, 1969, 1970, 1971,, 1973, 1974, 1975,:1976)

expressing concern over student crimes committed in-schools

, are particularly.notafe. These articles reflected their ..

/.

"timea period yhen publip concern- was shifting from.

disruptions, such-ias riots and-sit-ins, to actual crimes.q.

.
The Series, of articiesof particular interest for. the*4 .

purposes this paper beginsYWith a September .24 196q_
,' .

el'

" 'ern

ti

1
- 1207 -
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article, and ends--slightly outside the sturdy period--

f

. ...

. ...
with i JantAry, 1976 article..

,

In the.September 2, 1968 article, while itwas_nOt
.,.

. clear that discussions of vio/pritg were meant to.include
.,

iecohdaiy s chooj.s, neiiherWere thise schools clearly
.

.
,

excluded.° The November 17, 1469 "articlewis really

only, ,a stall *blurb, serving just to notigysthe puhlid ..' '

.

that.the Senate was becoming Sensitive to problems of.crites.
, ,,

1

, in trie. idhoolS:At this point., `1969, only the vaguest.

hints existed,thatviolence would be a serious issr' for

' the'next six years.- Tine January 26, 1970 two- column work
. e

,

represented the magazine's reaction to the'release of the ,.;
.

d

Senate Study comparing school ,crite tn 1964 and 1968! The

important point about this article wad that it was hot an

indepenaent one on school crime anct violence by the

magazine -- that came later. The January 4,.1971 article

rdally.surveyed violence in gefieral and onlybriffly

touohed on high scho'ol's. The'doitember 22, 1971 work, however,

directly dealt with violence in schools.

Foe this study,,the November 22, 1971 article was very'

--important, for it repre'sented a new direction in U.S. News'
q e J

cove=ge of schools with problems of crime and violence.
v' 1 a

.

Pbr the first time,,the staff of the magazine'had 13ecome

- 1208
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involved in investiaative reporting. It was the first

article,pf the series that expressed serious, alarm over

the extent of school violence; however,, it treated the

Subject as exclusively\a problem of large-city schoOls,

disregarding growingproblemiS of 'school crimes in suburban,

communities. This article marked the start of'a traxisition

between merelyreporting the findings of other research and

seriously treating the problems of crime and'v,iolence in

public schools as worthy of investigative reporting: the
.

next article completed that t.ansition.

On April 10, 1973, a "bac growl" article' appeared

that astute' surveyed the wide varitety'of types of,schoal

security dev.;les nd approaches liallable for. counteracting

? schoal crime, and violence. she uthor of this artidle,noted,

, .

.far ,example, that the problem! of rime .41, Las Angeles was

,so severe that the security budget had grown to 2.75 million
f.

1 .,

dollars and that,the sahool district had to hire 235
. 1

security agents in
.

order to control crimes in the schools.
i

,
.

.

--
,,,Oh'JUhe 24, 1974, d_s. Neas piinted an article presenting

.

1

',estimates of the cost of school crime nationally. Although 0

not credited td'hit, these cost 7. estimates wei those

developed by Du kiet (1973): Inj'addition to the'cost data,
. .

the article outlined the problem of serious student mis-.

=1209 -
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behaviors on t national level.'

The4progression of these articles is interesting'as.
1 I

a mirror

\

of public contern Wheieas the April 16, 1971,

piece saila, in effect, "This is how school security is
. 1-,

going tohandle the problem," and the June 24, 1974, work

F

. ".

Said "OR -, here's who security should focus on controlling,"

the next published ,article "(April 14, 1975) said, "Here

wego We're gonna crack down-now:" Yet nine months later'

the January 26, 1976 pi9ce laMented,that, although'moiticials

crack down, ...nothing 'seems to-unrk" (p. 52):

Certainly it would stretch credulity to suggest that

- the editors of U.S.' News and'WOrld Report intentionally

-serialized in this way,'h6wever, changes in.perceptions
.a

of problems of satcrime and violence are clearly '

illustrated by the changes in azine's attitude.

ixpression of Public Opinion

A useful supplement to the indicationS of trends that,

ese articles provided is the "Gallup Polls of Public

Attitudes Toward Education." These polls began in 1969

and appeared annually thereafter (Elam, 1973; Gallup, 1974,

1975). According to Gallup,, in every year but 1971,

"discipline" was the public's foremost concern. "Discipline,"

however, had been an elusive tirm, and the polls seemed

to use it generally When referring to pupil misbehaviors.

-12101-3
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's As the- public=s concerns became_ more specific, the
0

pollssrefiected thit specificity. For example, vandalism

and apathy appearedin the 1971 survey as issues in-,

c

It

dependent of "discipline." Also, prObleis of integraton

and desegregation'--very likely violence-related issues--
.

, were separated out of the general "discipline- problems"

category. Indeed, while in 1971 and 1973 three out of the

top five public concerns focused on pupil miibehaviors,

not unti1.1974 were theti clear-indications that attitudes

- about criMes in schools' were shifting.

; 'The sixth poll ,contained two question's obviously

reflecting Gallup's quest for clarification of the kinds

.0/in-school misbehaviors that uPset-;the public: One

about gang activity, and one about stealing. The poll .

found'that concern about stealing was very evenly distributed

among regions of the U.S. (though it was' slightly higher

in the West). and was easily anticipated in,relatiOn to

community size: the larger the contunity, the greater

the concern over stealing in schools. In-regard to gangs,

the result, held few surprises: concern was greater in

large urban centers than in suburban or rural areas. Not
r4..

until the l975 poll did the public clearly separate concern

over ''diihiilaine" from concern over "crime." In that poll,

I
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4 percent of the sample considered crime/vandalism/

stealing' to be "among- the "biggestpioleths with which
l - .

the public schools in this country must deal." (Gallup,
- -

1975).
,

.;

. . Although it is not absolutely certain why the Gallup . ;

. -

Pols did not indicate changes- in public attitu s about

. .,

pupil. misbehaviors in schools more, a eoiy may-...

t .-

'be Vostulated. Since changes from discipline issuesto
_

.

'N.disruOtions to crimes were gradual, the public having-
'

scant exposure to or interest in the subtletieS of -these
,.

shifts, respOnded in only the most general'terms: "'Discipline,

from the time of the first poll in 1969.to 1975 -ori-

aay of meanings - -and did not have the.same precise.

_meaning:in anyftwo years. The polls, then, did not render

- specific,year -of -change information on shifts in the public's

. attitudes toward student crime in public schools, although
.

in a general sense they suppor-ethe findings of this paper.

The most important point of this review of media

coverage of public opinion, is that such coverage encouraged

cZoser inspection of local school problems, which in turn

contributed to gre.tter thedia coverage, which ultithately

became transAated-into.-even greater public concern. Although'

it is inappropriate to suggest that'the-media overstated or

.:- 1212 -
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,- ii;

,31overplayed the problem of crime in 'secondary schooli, (/
;L. . .

......_

.

, ..

, . the. reader must recognize that this contiminating.variable,i,
..; . . . ,7

, . .

.

.

c.fdoes strongly affect comparisons of this topid betWeen

the pre-;1970 and pist-1970 periodl
y...

./. :

Close Analysis of CriMes
5i

,

. : il-y ,

Unfortunately, only three crime categorAs pfferki
. A

themselves to scrutiny. These were student assaults :
4 N

against teachers, fires, and vandaliim. Analysis of the

cost 'of schooll-hased- crime to the nation could also he

-uridertaken,and is included.

-,Teachers. Assaulted

. .

Although theEBI'i-Uniform Crime Reports, resents icita

on the totaarhumber of assaults by .juveniles aged 15-17,

there is no-way to determine the victim, location, or

intensity -of the assaults. Indeed, the only studies

thespecifically focusing on assaulted-teachers have been the
.

National, Education Association's "Teacher Opinion Polls.
.4

The "Teacher Opinion'Polls" question of whether "I
0

was attacked this year by a student" appeared in 1956 and

in later years, and thus, is particularly relevant to this

study. The results are shOwn in'Table 1.

4
"The Teacher Opinion Polleare available through the
Research Division of the National Educational Association,
Washington, D.C.

- 1213 -
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TABLE I'
\ t ,

.

.Teacher Assaults Yrom1956 to 1975
111111.01.6.72., roloorWeim

. Percent Total,nUm4er Number'teaC*
Year assaulted teacflers" 91c assaulted.:. `assaultediC

1955-56 1.6

1971-72

1972-73 2.2

1973-74 3.0

1914-75 2.4

1,141

2-083

2,103-

42,138

2,165

a
From National Education Association:
"Teacher Opinion Polls. 4

18.3

414
46.

644

52.0 -,

Research Division,

b
;
Prom U.S.. Deteartment of Health, Edugation, and Welfare:.
National Center for Education Statistics.

c
Numbers in these cOlumns are in thousands.

In interesting contrast to the expected findings,: there' was_

little change.;111 the percent.of teachers assaulted.over the
, .

period of 1956 to 1975. Since that'the polls were conducted

by deUeloping a probability sample of the'nation's.schooli

and then selectinl 'one 'of every 1,000 teachers, the results

shown on Table I are a'fair representation of the extent of

pupil assaulti of teachers in the country over time.
1

.

Although a change from 1.6 percent assaults in 1956 to
/

2.4
..,

percent assaults in 1975is a 75.percent increase, the
.. .. .

.
. .

overall picture is better seen against a backdrop. clearly
, y

7 1214,7
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:ihOWing thep4cent of-teachers assaulted in%relation_to.

100
..

percent. of the teachers. This is shown in Figurel,..-'
,

krouLthese data, from,and.framreviewing.numerous arti.cles
e

ph:teaCher assaults, the folIowing-conolusions can be ,

"Adstult" was loosely defined and included many

cases :of "hands-on" in some form or Other."'
=

An unknown

bUtypFesumably significant, number of assaults against

'teachers-were Committed by outsiders, notably parents with
ti

some grievance, or by older pupilswho previously attended
. .

the'school. Pupils did not often assault teachers, and''

theydid, it was often judged objectively to be the'

result of some kind of provocationoby the,teacher. Junior

high, school students (grades,7-9) repdrted,by far the

greitest,number of assaults against teaches.6

r

5 Atsaults in elementary schools are different'in degree
from assaults in secondary schools..' Although that

"observation is elementary, what is less,:obvious-is,that
greater numbers of less'seriousOhands-onn assaults
Tat counted.in the lower grades than in secondary schools.
Thii distinction is ielevant here,, since the NEA Poll
were sent' to a sample of all teacher's.' ,--

-6. This 'last conclusion is an area ripe for research. Only
One study ot assaults was 'found. -This study: was piepared
by the.secUrity office of a very large school district'
and/ is= Confidential. The data, however, show that ,for
grades K-12, lully,50 Percent of the assalats were by
pupils. in grades 7i 8, and 9. For ,grades 7-12, the
number rose to about 70 percent.- in the 'author's'
eittication, both the.sample size and'thd time period of

. study were adequate to ensure statistical reliability
and' Validity of the findings. 'Generalizability is unknown.

1 1215 4 3
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I

e data,natiqnal in scope and focused on schools
/

..
. I

were av ilalle only through the Natibnal 'Fire, Protection ,,/
'-'.. .- 4.-

......- .0. .. . ..,

//2AssodiatiOn (111710 in Boston. That Association del:410 /1
. .

national estimates shoWinT,the relative order -:magn:tude..

,.,Of'fire-losses from each of a: number of causesl a7d-in-
,-,

diCating year -to-ye a ends. While these,data,werpt,'

rea004ahle approximations' based on experiences in .typical

-:"'Stateik, the ,Association cautioned that.specific,figUres:

AhOuld,not-btttaken,:as-exact records of 'occurrences in
.

. 4t, a
any category. :Filo-A.7k, a

t!,

indicate gross trends, 7

A great deal can be

the Association. First,

s we use them, serve only to

,

learned from data providpd by -

the annual costs of school fires,
,,

cliMbed 525 percent over the period of this-study, in terms
2

The above caveat, and,permission to'.use these data,
were given in a letter dated April 29, 1976, -from John--
-Ottoson, Director 5,z the Fire Analysis Department of :the
National Fire'Protection AsSociation. Data presented
'either in the text or in the charts-which came from, the
NFPRAsiy-not be reused' without -,correct citation and
a letter.of authbrizatiain from them. The NFPA his been
particularly hOpful and cooperative in providing counsel

. and information, and the author thanks them for"that.

8 Until 1965 ',school fires" included fires in postsecondary
inititutions-as well as in schools offering gradet 4-12:
This deemppasizes current high'costs of 'fires which are.,
limited to elementary and secondary schools.' Base figures
up'to 1965'reall should be lower when compared with:data.
'After-that ate. 'Thia limiting of the defined category.
.also *Vides insight into the periOd (mid-1966s) when
iinibliOischoollires became enoxigh.of an.issue:in their'
own -r ght to warrant separate counting.

- 1217 - 20
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of\ actual recorded costs from 17 million dollars in 1950 .

*tic) 4166.2 dollars iri 1974) . Using Con.urter Price\
Indeic adjUstrens, however, the increase in terms' of .1967

e A
constant dollars for that period was only 179 percent (23.5

million dollars in 1950 to 65.9 mi lion dolla-4

.Consideration'thust'alsobegven t?the.fact;41at'the value

of all \schocil property also -increased. in this :perici.d:

The actual dollar increase In property 'value from 13.4.,
. I

,
billion dollars to 102, billion dollars was 662 percent;

. . ,... ,_,

in. terms of 19;7-constant dollars, howevir, 'the *slue of -....

. all school :property has increased 240 .perc (18,;,3 ..'-
,

.

----_____ :Anion dollars in 1950 to 63.3 billion dollars ig' 19.75)
.- ,

I The conclusion, then, is that the _adjusted value. of

Schools over time increased more rapidly than did the

'adjusted value Of .costs of fires over the: same period'.

(See Figure 2 for a grSphic display of this last phenoMenon.) .

The gross increase of 859,.peraent in, numbers. of fires' re-

ported between. 1950 and 1975 was ten times

:lasts than t.h:e 86 percent' increase in the average'.daily'
,

4

a

ti
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.atiendince (Al".") of all
4

period. Thusit cannot
4

Oiree corre4itedi with increaees
'

be; concluded that students were

0

E.

t

enrolled pupils of the same,

steal. that increases in

ig pupils, .and it must

dertaking a greats:.

be sug

Of activity. Figure 2 onfirms 'this.

Data collected by theNFPA w e grouped into two
9,

categories: first, fires resulting from fadlty wiring,

mistied equipmen, etc. ; secon (termed "incendiary"

by NFPA) resulting from willful. or accidental hgman acts.-

1

The shift over 'time' away from electrical fires and toward

incendiary fires further suggested in reased stgdent, in-

nnolvement over time in the ori4in df tile. blazes
. (i.e.,

Strom, 1974). Figure 3 shows' the .dhan g pe ent of

school fires. exclUsiely of incendiary,: rigin, and Also,

displays the concurrent decrease irk the. numbers of the
),

nation' s. schools .9,

9

r

One .caveat goes With dita relating to:decreases in the
number of e- natior0 s schools. "Schooli" 'were -ehgties
mad, uplo one or more buildings ms's ilitional Center
for Educat on Statistics only retrieved informatioL N

relating to the nuhber, of such institutions:" It was not-.
possible,/ 'then, to determine whethkr- the gross numbers
of the nation's. schOolbuildings 'a changed. That
information would have been helpful in refining con-
clusions Made about increases' in. the number\ of fires .

in. relation to decreases in the number of "schools."

:- 1220 '-
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.

It is%posSible tp cdhclude ±rom these data that,
s

Unlike some other types of schoOl crimes, arson seems to

'have Xpereasecrin,,absoldte numbers .and abiolutedolA lar
, .

amounts throughout the plriod of this study. Fdrther, fires
,,

accOuntlfor the singlaigreatest
.

percentage of the overall
1

crime ,costs, as will be .seen el4.4i more ;learly hen we.- -;.4'
. !

. ,

aaaress crime costs later in this, work.
.
wor

,

' Vandalism \ r ) :.

. ... . z
l' '',.

. t
.

-.?;'
4e Va4daliSm vas themost common school offense;, and,.

a

after. fires, the most costly.19,

.

The4BIes.11...:AallariLraLt

.i.g22:= defines-"vandalise as ,the "willful or malibious.Z' %
..%,`'v -:- ''''

t 4destiuction,mjury,,disfiguremenf,,or'defaceMent:of

property without consent. of the owner dr)person having
.

r

custody 9r control",(U.S. Department of Jisticer, 1971,
. ,

'

. . ,
A. 58), and data on school vandalism,, local or national,

7r
.

'.has,sellam beem'so,clearly.defined7. It has been uhclsai,
.;

,

10
The prevalende of vandalism. was due, in part, to ttie
vagueness of 'the word itself. Broken windows.:at
school were often,considered."vandalism," even if the
offender ':gained entry throdgh them and stole properrty..
Technically, onde building is entered, the authorities
thould.have-lodged a, complaint of ,breaking
entering or o;s. burgiarly, rathii' than one of.*andaliSm.

14 If. the security report read''"Vandalism," however,
ensuing cost data relating bbo that offense would likely
be listed as "damage resulting-fromvandalism,"tather
.than "damage associated: with burglary."

4,*
b
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' - .
, .

,..for example,-whether acts of vandalism recbrded by

individual schools, school districts, Or formal research.

a.
. 1;

itadies iepreSehed willful or acciilental vandalism

.(Ducey; 1978)*.`r` aa'many cases,.thihgs were 'merely bibken
;

o4
1...-:,-,.:4 .

?Worer, 1970, p.-263), but no ^-fnerely brdken" category,
. ' .' 471; 'over existed for:purpcses o,erecOrding crime costs.

.
--e

Piartheriore, there was nationwide--and,sometiaes even,

schoolwidilack of agreement as to_phose acts included in

the category of "van daiiim." theeeass reason

to suspect that school adrInistra'.;a1:- had to some extent
,

not been-Wholly candid about thri nature and' extent of their

vandalism lasses, for, as in the case of many crimes,

exposure might have led to censure by district officills-or

by the Public(Dukiet, 1973).

Before disc ussing national costs of crime And vandalism, .

some very,general'indications of changes in the nature and
.

',extent of such problemb should be stun. The 'earliest

indication of 'citywide school vandalism problems that was

uncovered 'in the course of this research came from Boston
. .1in 1952. As a result' of 'a school crime wave Ia.:Boston

in '1952,-the.following year saw a united campaign to reducee, 1
I f.

vandalism,in=schools mounted by school Officials. As a.

L
.

.

',result, "the casesof breaking and entering public schools"
' . ilk,

- and the resultala vandalism was reducd from 78 cases in
-..

-2.:

I -Qt
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1952 to 22 cases. in 1953 (U.S. Senate, 1957). As a
. 2 ,

, .
.

more current indication of the extent of the problems

. a

the cost *of vandal i in Boston was 'reported to have
.

vandalism, arson, and theft at about 1 million dollars

reached $535,0 bb bi1967 (Olson &.Carpenter, 1971, p.4).

By calendar year 1975, Mr. Anthony L. Gileota; Chief

-Structural Engineer,. Department of Planning and-Engineering,

Boston-Public Schools, placed the dollar loss due to

($620,000 constant-1967).

tit Los Angeles; for another example, where ialicioui

mischief had been a separate category since the sirli-1950s,

'offense counts went from vs in 1952 down to 100 in' the

1958 school year and up to 1,275,in the 1973 school year.'

Also in Los Angeles, the combined vandalism-and-theft

property loss climbed 2,829 percent from $38,431 in the

academic year of L950 to $1,112,784 in the'1974 academic

year (Green, 1976).'

While the Boston-and Los Angeles examples just cited.

addressed overall questions of the extent of changein the

frequ'ency 4nd cost of school vandalism' over time, another

example addresses the often overlooked issue 'OE changes:

in the nature of acts reported as "vandalisM." In Mesa,

Arizona, as the loss due to vandalism rose from $:58 per

- 1224 -
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. 'ptOil in the 1972 academic year to $41.29 per pupil

- in thee' 1973 academic year, ithercoly,of window

replacement-and repair became prO4bitive. The school

sysielat that point turned first Vil.bulletproof poly-

carbon replac'emens for-the. glass, but the youths soon

realized-they'could burn such windows with cigarettes,

ignite them entirely with lighter fluid, or scratch words

in thei-with sharp objects. Mesa, Arizona's experimental

alternative to the polycarbOns, as reported by-Neill

.(1975,.p. 34), was sheet aluminum. As meMtioned previously,

such dramatic-actions as Mesa's coverimg school windows is

an indication of increased intensity of student actions

against schools. It'shouid be noted, parenthetically,

that Mesa, Arizona, is.a suburban school district where,

according to the literature of the early 1979s, vandalism

problems were less severe than in urban-core schools.

. National Figures on the Costs of School Crimes

Few groups in the. last. decade have developed estimates

of the costs of school crime.on a national basis. This is

surprising, in light of the extraordinary press coverage

usually accorded these figures when they are released. :It

has beeri possible, therefore, to trace ali referenCes of

cost
4

estimates to the very few sources which originally

developed them. Most are included here.

122. -
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In 1969, the'U.S. Office of Education estimated that

vandalism accounted for about 100 million dollars in

losses nationally. (In this case, as in a number of the

following references, "vandalism" included arson and

theft.)

In 1970, the National Education Association raised

the estimate of national losses to 200 million dollars,

--L-and the National School Public Relationi Association used

these figures in their first report. on this subject in 1971

(Wells, 1971).

.Two othergroups making estimates of the national

costs of crime and violence were the National Association
.,0

of School Security Directors (NASSD)/, and,the-publication:

School Product News, edited by David Slaybaugh. The

NASSD survey encompassed all costs of crime in schools, but

was unable to control for intradistrict reporting'variations

or for incomplete or nonreturned surveys. Further, the

NASSD cost estimate of 594 million dollars developed that

extrapolation based on a relatively small response rate
)

from security directors who themselves represented only
.

a portion Of the nation's school districts. The Sliybaugh

survey--conducted annually since 1970-- had a different

problem. Although a much more scientifically conducted

--A
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study, and although carefully designed and well analyzed,

*Its annual response rate'ranged bitween.only 15 andt17_

percent, making" the conclusion!: difficult 'to, support., The
, .

bottom line, however;. .was that in the same.year-NASSID."

estimated crime .casts at 594 mi llion dollars, School. -

Ptoc4i News 'projected national cOsts.of vandaiism, arson
t

"and theft at 100.4 millionNdollars. (See Slaybaugh,,
.

1975)..11.

The figure developed from the school Product News/calculations

tends to confirm the 1973 findings by the'Educational

. Research Service, inc., that the national costs were about

11
This extrapolation" is made possible by combining

-. information provided from REW's National Center for
--Education Statistics '(that in the%Pall.of 1974 there
were1;89,4 school districts in the count y. with
enrollments of 5,000 or more pupils) and SlaybaUgh's
findin that7the average cost of crime per school
district of that size---was-1-53,000.

12
The Consumer-Price Index valde difference between 1973
and 1974 is 0.09885.- To compare the two study.,figiarea
on national coots of crime, multiply 106.4 times
0.09885 and subtract the results from 100:4. The

-resulting number--90.5--is seen. closely to, approximate
the 82.2 estimate by Educational ResearahService,
_Inc. as to the 1973'costs of The differdnce
bewein 82.2 and 90.5 can be readily attributed'. to
absolute changes in. the costs of crime' from 1973 -to
1974, or to small differenCeS the.simple selectiam'
(The analytical caveat here.issthat the 1973 study
was/forall schoordistricts,enrolling over 300 pupils;
whireas the 1974 study was for all sabool districts
hiving more than 5,000 pup3;ls. There is no primt
facie reason not to compare these'figures, for close
iiiiI7Sis4e, crime costs indiaates that, while =larger
districts had much more vandalism,'smaller districts
had higher fire loSs-Tpdssiblysdue to slower rural
response time by fire ccitspanies--and so the sample
population variable Amy Cancel-out._

- 1227 -
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..It.is'unclear why thetTASS6 figUres of an estimated

594 million dollars per year were so much higher than'.
. . ,

(-

those of other studies; however, the author of
-

this, paper
,

.

.

,
speculates that discrepancies may have been due to tEe.

. . %
possibility that diflterient divisions of schobl'diStrict

officeeLfilled out the different questionnaires. Whereas
,

.
:... .

., :.
_ theNASSD,surveys were completed by the Office. ofSchool :,

Security, other surveys may have been sent there or to

,01`
custodial or insurance divisions.,

Summary, Conclusions, and Extrapolations

This paper has addressed two broad questions: 'first,

to What extent could changes in the repOrting,ofcrimes

that occurred as officei of school security were-formed-

° . thrOUghoutthe country be linked to. cheinges,in th lic's

attitudes about crimes in schoola; .second, what trend's about

the nature and extent of criMes in secondary schela,codld

be developed from the available data?

in response to the first question, there is -a signific-
.,

liklihood that Changei in,reporting procedures did, in

fact, give a vastly distorted impression of the Problem,-
. ..-

and a strong case, can be at an increase.in certain

'offensesoffensesespecially vandalism-- occurred in the-mid -.to
.

.
. 4
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-
ataj.'4.99S -rather the *ih the 1970s., In response to the

. .47..; ,...f, - , % .

.104' .question,, the. fidaingS 4wdeAS folloWS: -mi.*.
, .

. . ,.

4aOaCt7t0-aSsaui.ta against teachers. errors in:aata
)

rSta t io n,k : c-', omb ini- d.withdrastically; increaf:
sing,,

hliibeiSoraisaiilts (while rates _of assaulthela''09A!t4nt),,,

. .

,,

40-,4the public an impression of an increated,intehsiOr
-.

:,104nOtbe-substintiated by data; With,resileCt't0,
, ", .- ,vaidaiiiIr4 bur 1. lardany,-sana' arsonhdqviiisr4 thrice

O

.t

is,'-aery reason to believe that,the absoldte rate's of

incidents haze increased, although, as_noteatlAist when

they increaswVis-subjedt-to question.

relttlOn to vandalism, theOr and buiglary, it

was noted that these offenses began Ancreaaing-ih the. . .

-,

same peiiod during whichYvalue of all school property also
.1,

increase" and during whichkwore and morp,pupils were in

'fewer and fewer schools. e It was also found.thatdoll4r,

loss vaimed.by.fires were indeed increasing 'more rapidly,.
,..

.
.

,

thanwas the aggregate value of school property, and that

fires were often the single most coitlyloss suffered b"

a school or a school district..

Conclusions

The overall cdncluson reached ,by the Author is- that

thil-htiid proof of changes in incidence of specific crimes

that this paper.has provided 1:10t necessary to make a

3,2
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.. C

. ''-ai , 41,
,ete#ination that-the nature, and extent of tsehocl,_

------

640esYhilre changed over time.. It is clear,thaOn the

1950s cities had virtually no need for school security

`offices, while they did need such offices by 1975. It i

..cleir that damage done to schools by vandalism was, nOt

great enough in 195to receive thenational attention it

received in 1975, It is clear -that in 1950, teachers

and pupils dia ,not fear their-schools,as :they ,o t '4

1975. That the data are- imperfect in. no way inhibits- us.
, ;

from-concluding that, kinds, Iriquency,

and costs of school crimes increased out'of'proportion%

,

'to increases in the pupil population; in this period4 and

that the fear of crime--partiCularly in the nation' a, ,urban ,

schoolsoften was of such `a magnitude as

prevent learning-from taking place.

In addition to this general tonesetting'concl4sion,

four importhntspecific conclusions have been reached.13

First, as suspensions without due process and other

potential violations of pupil rights grew more and more

extensive in the late 1960s, pupils increasingly responded

by suing'the schools for violating their.Constituiional
. ,

rights. By the early 1970s, Schoolereacted by complying

with the:legal ruling's and also by developing new due

process procedures to safeguard against further court-
-.

The logic behind some.of these points is too lengthy
to present here. The reader is again referred to the
basic work from Which'this paper has been taken.

- 12303'3



action. An outgrowth of this process, however,, was

thifi,:a4miniStrations became increasingly cautious about

SUipendeitand about what offenses warranted

:s#StienSion. Increasingly disruptive behavior beCaMe,,

:,t:04erieted, in schools,, since suiPension.mechanislis were-
I

410**der the watchful eye of the courts. This` SYndrome

vary' "1 "ikely lead to in creased .fear crime .schools:,

i* this ycle crests. The crest should be noticeable in

4

the actions of crurts; the author predicts.that.#eY '411

begin modifying their rulings in favor of increased-2school

adMinistratiOn of'isciPline withlesi attentionon .

procedural due process.

Second, as threats of pupil disruptions and riots-

sweet down from colleges-to secondary schools in the.late,

1960s, school districts-- especially in large urban, areas-. -

established school security.offices to,help cope with these

disturbances and with increasing instances of student crime.

34
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TheSe,offices of school security,, which represented

:bureaucratic response$ to behavioral problems,, were

ito441ir, more successful in'dontrolling property crime,

t.ban-personal, crime.14 One major reason for security

offices' success in controlling prOpertyictime-is that,

as school persOnnel came to view pupil activity

becoming increasingly criminal, theareas
.of vandalism. arson, and burglary, security'officeS.

_ (-

responded by developing intrusion-detiction systiOa;with

central office monitors designed to reduce.. the incid*nde

of such offenses. As acts of property crime were reduc*d*,

personal crime became more noticeable, and issues of'studen't

and staff fear crime took on anew This by.

the of the studied period, the teai Og'criine and violence

was th'e leading issue in urban schools.

Third, as the value of all school property increased,

as the number and percent of enrolled pupils attending

schools increased, and as the value of the dollar de-
l(

creased, bot'A the numbers and the costs of vandalism,,arson,

and burglary increased. It is not surprising, then, that

14
The inability of school security offices to solve basic,
behavioral problems of youths i$ a pragmaticIiiTa. Thee
mandate of most-security offices is to co,trol behavior
deemed either unacceptable or illegal, whereas such
-behavior on the part of'pupils may well be a visible
manifestation-of broader social or educational ills.
Th'e difference, then, betWeen attacking. the cause
(note: Continued on next page)

,-

C
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,aS Orol5erty values and exposure to - risk increased,

.--schools reported more frequent damage at greater apparent

total. cost.'

Fourth, aicisiona made withoutopugl involvement ,

counteractions by the pupirSt,,c!le'Importsnae

geitki*g. student input cannot be overemphasized-. tillese.and

vaitil School personnel involve Students, through whatever

fpuOinOuit the situation; in the development Of.actiOns-

pUzirOredli geared tolialping pupils, it ishapkto see
solutions -can be found. It is only the atoprgap

measures that do not require communication .between,- students

and staff. Examples of such stop-gap measures addressed .6

primarily to eymotoms rather than causes were seen in the

establishment of school security. offices inthe late 1960s
4

in response to student riots and disorders.

Extrapolations

Prob4ble Future Student Actions. In urban areas,

fang activit--and the accompanying fear of such-activity-

. .is likely further complicate'the educational machinery.

Additionally, as ity offices contivue to reduce

14
of the problem and. attacking the manifestation of

- the problem will fokever be reflected in the inability
of the school- security office actually-to solve be-
havioral problems of students.

Or.
0,1
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, property crimes (vandalism, theft, burglary,, arson);
,

\

the ratio of personal-to-property offezwes will 'Chaim

t
id such a way as to give the appearanc0 of a shift in

, .

the%nature(of criminal acts in,which pupils are engaged.

ThiSphenoMenon. will tecome highly-publiciz4littut.
.

sol4tioni will' not be forthcoming lAcause, among other

reasons, security planneri will-Overlook the changing

ratios due to successful prOtieri crime preVeatiOn-and

will ascribe the altered condition to changes ii absolute,
. .

incidence of offenses. In sub7rban areas, `the increased,

.cost of replacement add repair of vandalized scher.als;will

focus attention (a that topic. More and more officeS f,

I

school security will be formed to cope with "the new.;

Yf

suburban student vandal." 'Security services will, however,.

be able to reduce absolute levels of prOperty:crimesj so

the issue'of whether or not there really was a-problem
,

in the first place-will become moot.

Probable Future ActionsIaken by Local Schools: The

long trend is the erosion of in doco parentis powers of

schools will have lasting impact on. teachers and pupils.

Because ot4tsuch erosion, teachers,'in an attempt to maintain
*2

control'of classes, are likely slightlye and possibly

subconsciously, to misuse grades. Instead of using

sulimerior,grades to rewardacademic_performancOlone,,

- 1234 -
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,

kteachilks will. 'tend to give grades ,fora mixture of

-educational achievement and good behavior:- The pupil's
a:anger.,and tension will tnen increase, challenges to the

-,,1,1444.qiipcy,of schools will increase, and so the functional

ility of schoois.will decrease. And the publid-

recallingWisted tax dollars, wasted yOuths, wralsted

leaping* by eduAtors, and -rampant sdho
C
ol crimewill

support. he students.. This eyndrdie may well constitute

the,,tiost serious behavior-related proble4 .faCing- schooli;
.

W

in ihe.near future..
A'

ft
N-Frobable Patures for School Security Offices.- AlfhOugh

...

oi-14inally lormq4 priMkrily to reduce4ndiAnce and costs
,.. - ,

of acts of Crime and violence in sc*ools, school security
4, , (

C .3 ". 1 offiCas will inczeasingly be used to reduce the fear-of
4

crime.an'Oto forme :1.*;ison pupils in classroom

settings. Such liaisons may .occur irithe form

room nstrucaoni.(for example. in classes such as "The
1"1V

Law-ilui-You") or in the form of school programs (for

exaMplv, "Student - 'Security Advisory GrouPs"). Also,

city and/or,county officiali will probably-begin io ask
.

.

that certain public buildings and facilities, be added' to

the school's security network. Facilities s ch as

libraries and city storage buildings would jrobably be

among the first of these. additions.
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UltimatelygOf

sa

....1.4Llibns will- have to be
,

found to the.. striking; in pupilmiabehazi.-

'over; the past quarter- century. The pilblic aratot, .aid
, . .

*ubtless will not, long overlook d continuation
.

the current trends 'tot grater lawlesSni'sain:the

schoolit: l'tibliitolgeitaally
r1 .,

.,..

quires a,continual..,s4ply of

based 3:6diety-;whicit-"re-

increasingly qapOrk.,and!,

well-educated citizen's to continue national growth

not ldng be able to sitpassively while an:inelsa0ely small
e

percentage of adolescents brings the

systam'to its_knees.

s.
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